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Threatened
Remove the species

-Change 

the species' status to:

Proponent's Name and Address:
Karro Frost
NflESP, MassWildlife
I Rabbit Hill Rd.
Westborough, MA 01581

Phone Number: (cell) 4t3-531-5745
Fax:

(Please justi$ proposed name change.)

E-mail: karro.fros(@mass. gov

Association, Institution or Business represented by proponent:
Natural Ileritege and Endangered Species Progrem

Proponent's SignaJ Date Submitted:

Y-Ag-ao43
Please submit to: Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program, Massachusetts Division of Fisheries &
Wildlife, 1 Rabbit Hill Road, Westborough, MA 01581

Justification

Justily the proposed change in legal status of the species by addressing each of the criteria below, as listed in the

Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MGL c. 131A) and its implementing regulations (321 CMR 10.00), and
provide literanrre citations or other documentation wherever possible. Expand onto additional pages as needed

but make sure you address all of the questions below. The burden of proof is on the proponent for a listing,
delisting, or status change.

(1) Taxonomic statgs. Is the species a valid [axonomic entity? Please cite scientific literature.
YES. The naime Galearis spectahilis (L.) Raf. was firstpublished in Herb. Raf.: 72 (1833). (Kerv 2023.)

(2) Recentness of records. How recently has the species been conclusively documented within Massachusetts?

Galearis spectnhilis was most recently observed tn2022. Sixteen populations have been observed within
the past 25 years.

(3) Native snecies status. ls the species indigenous to Massachusetts?

YES. G. spectsbilis is considered a native species in MA according to Cullina et al, 201l, and Haines,
2011.

(4) Hebitat in Massechusetts.
Massachusetfs?

Change the scientific name to:
Change the common name to:

Is a population of the species supported by habitat within the state of
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YES. 6. spectobilis in Massachusetts is typicatly found in areas of celcareous bedrockin rich, mesic
forests

(5) Federal Endansered Soecies Act stltus. Is the species listed tmder the federal Endangered Species Act? If
so, what is its federal status (Endangered or Threatened)

NQ. G. spectabilis is not listed under the Federal Endangered Species Act.
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(6) Raritv and qeosrenhic distribution,
(a) Does the species have a small number of occurrences (populations) and/or small size of populations in the

state? Are there potentially undocumented occurrences in the state, and if so, is it possible to estimate the
potential number of tmdocumented occurrences?

Massachusetts has sixteen (16) populations that have been observed in the past 25 years. The size of the
populations varies from 4 or less (typically) to two populations of over 100 genets. There could be
additional populations, but fewer than 10 totel are erpected. Franklin County surveys were recently
completed (Bertin et al. 2020), with only 10 towns supporting populations compared to prior records of
15 towns. Berkshire County has had few new populations in the lest l0 years. New populations might
be found in Hrmpshire County, where there ere areas of rich mesic forests that have not been

adequately surveyed. No populations of 6. spectahilis were found in Worcester County surveys by
Bertin and Rawinski,2012; herbarium records from Worcester County includc 5 locations, none of
which were relocated.

(b) What is the extent of the species' entire geographic range, and where within this range are Massachusetts
populations (center or edge of range, or peripherally isolated)? Is the species a state or regional endemic?
Massachusetts is on the eastern edge of the center of the range. The population extends from Quebec
province south to Georgia, west to Oklahoma and Nebraska and north to Onterio (NatureServe2023.)
In New England, the species is considered rare in Maine and New Hempshire, Extirpated from Rhode
Island. It is not listed in Vermont (S4) or Connecticut (S3). NIIESP botanists recently reassessed its
state rank stetus and determined it is an 52.

(7) Trends.
(c) Is the species decreasing (or increasing) in state distribution, number of occurrences, and/or population

size? What is the reproductive status of populations? Is reproductive capacity naarrally low? Has any long-
term trend in these factors been documented?
Several previously known populations have not been seen for several years. Withitr the Natural
Heritage database, there are 35 Element Occurrences. That does not include 11 new populations
observed in the past 10 years. Overall, there has been a decline, from 35 previously known populations
to 16 currently known populations. At a presentetion at NEBC in 2017, Dr. Dennis Whigham
mentioned tha/- Galearis spectabilis populations at SERC had not been observed to set seed in over 30
years of monitoring. NHESP botanists started checking the populations in Lfassachusetts. Only I
population was observed to have set seed out of nine observed during the past four years of monitoring.
At that site, EO 30, which has over 30 plants, only 3 plants had formed mature seed capsules. No other
monitored EOs had mature capsules. No or little seed production is very concerning. Dr. Whigham
clarified his thoughts in additional personal communication, stating thst he assumes that the species

must be producing capsules and mature seed as he Iinds plants within their monitoring plots where
plants were not prcviously observed. Dieringer 1982 found several thousand sceds per capsule and
concluded that even with few pollinator visits and low capsule production, whcn a capsule is produced,
there is more than enough seed produced to replace the population.

(8) Threats and vulnerabili8.
(d) What factors are driving a decreasing trend or threatening reproductive status in the state? Please identify
and describe any of the following threats, if present: habitat loss or degpdation; predators, parasites, or
competitors; species-targeted taking of individual organisms or disruption of breeding activiry.
Factors driving decline ol G. spectabrli in Massachusetts include loss of habitat, small populations,
potentially loss of successfut pollinators, and deer browse (personal observation). Go Orchids, a rvebsite

of orchid infonnation managed by the North American Orehid Center, lists queen bumblebees as the
primary pollinators in the US with Osmia proxlma as an important pollinator in Canada.
(https://soorchids.northamericanorchidcenter.orslsDecies/galearislsrectabilis/ accessed lll2B023).ln
Ohio, Dieringer 1982 observed only Bomhas vagafis landing on end nectaring on G. spectnbdr\ flowers
though queens of other species of bumblebee were present in his study plots.
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(e) Does the species have highly specialized habitat, resource needs, or other ecological requirements? Is
dispersal ability poor?
This species preferred habitat is rich, mesic forests, which. are uncommon throughout the state and
ranked as en 53 nrtural community. In addition, windblorvn orchid seeds rely on coming in contect
with specific mycorrhizae to support their germinrtion and growth. It is thought that many of the seeds
produced fall close to the mother plant, but that strong wind will carry the dust sized seeds miles for
dispersal.

Conservation goals.

What specific conservation goals should be met in order to change the conservation stanrs or to remove the
species from the state list? Please address goals for any or all of the following:

(a) State distributior, number of occurrences (populations), population levels, and/or reproductive rates

Far Gabarts spectabilis to be down-listed to Special Concern, there should be at least 50 separate
poputations in the state, of which at least 18 are considered excellent or good, with population numbers
averaging at least 50 healthy, vigorous plants over 5 yeers, and several mature seed capsules observed
each year.
For G. spectabilis to be removed from the MESA list, there should be et least 100 separate populations
in the state, of which at least 30 are considered excellent or goodn with population numbers averaging at
Ieast 50 healthy, vigorous plants over 5 years, *nd several mature seed capsules observed each year.

(b) Amount of protected habitat and/or number of protected occurrences
Approrimatnly 15o/o of the known populations ol G spectobilis occur on protected lands, including the
two largest populations. If other large populations are found offof permanently protected land,'these
populations should be protected es soon es possible.

(c) Ivlanagement of protected }Bbitat and/or occurences
Ihe management needs of G. spectabilis are not hown.
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